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ne. good Shiÿgs Of life are not equally

divided among the peoples of the wet!d;  Many

].Qnÿb even have food and shelter,  But even

if the pie we,re equally divided, the:se still

woulSn't be enough°   That is why the pie

has to greece

cLOSE trP
OF, IOÿIFE

013 And that is also why we need to restructm,ÿe

the world's economy and to change the patterr.s

of world trade  -  so that everyone gets

a decent share o£,aÿbigger Pieÿ .

AD_I this is going to need new kinds of

coÿoperation aÿong countr'ies  ' It wi'll ÿlso

take a lot of mind-changing  -  and maybe

some,heart ehangiÿg,ÿ      :.,""

,,  \:

i,,

At the United Nati0ns, it is called ÿ The

.',, ;..

New international Economic Order.

'   ,amd the United Nations is working to rÿi,ÿ.e

it happen°
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RIVER BOATS

SUPER TE]ÿ

o46 "It is not enough to pour oil into the Isÿp

and prepare a wick skÿllfolly ÿ you have to

light the lamp somehow'ÿo

SÿPER TITLE:
4A}]GXNAL PEOPLE

o55
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There is no place on earth ÿ however poor -

that has reached the point ÿhere millions

of its citizens die because they have nothing

to eat°  For a timeÿ Bangladesh seemed headed

towards this nightmare°

SUPPER: N.ÿRATORÿ
CLIFF ROBERTSON
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RICKSHÿ  TRAFFIC            088 Dacca ÿ capital city of Bangladesh.

S'.7%ÿEET  SCENE                      095 The people of Bangladesh ÿ most living on

the knife edge of subsistence ÿ have

survived largely as a result of some four

billion dollars worth of foreign assistance°



AEZ7ÿAL
RICE FIELDS

IiI Bangladesh is.'arice producer°

Yet a crucial economic statistic is the annu.ÿ0!

shortfÿl.l - two million tons of grain each

yearÿ o   A dl.ÿfe.ÿrence'ÿ" between what the people

produce and ÿat they need.

i  , .  i'ÿ

A.difference that is supplied from the sumplus

stocks of rich aationso
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MAN  NASHING   COW Bangladesh is the most densely populated

nation on earth.   It is also the. most.-
L.

mÿerfed°  Kept alive by foreign

transfusions, Bangladesh faces problems

similar to a group of young and desbitute

nations°  All have little natural resources

to speak of, no capital and virtual.ly no

technology above subslstenc,, level.

..There are many reasons why Bangladesh is in

a state of near disintegration°  An appalling

cyclone and tidal waveÿ fÿine, massacre an.d

"   ÿ°    '"      have,Wÿr, as well as political insuablllty,

shaken the nation in just five years°
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.' 153 "Attempts to find solutions for theenoÿmous
/g

problems have not been easy.  Hgving been

,Col6nials under one nÿtion or anotherÿ

tthe"Bengali have never before been allowed to

makedecisions regarding their future°

TIgI!N PASSES 171 Geographieallyÿ geologically and politically

'   Bangladesh has little to offer except people -

FEET OF PEOPLE

BIlLBOArD
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half starvedÿ dirt poor -

nable to afford the barest necessities and

multiplying at a terrifying rate°

CU 'FACE
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I IÿOÿÿ.ÿ,ÿD LYING '
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And'Istiilÿ the industrialized world's handout

Is a ControvErsial subject°  There is a

growing disillusioÿiment with foreign aid -

bn tÿepart 6f, both donor and recipient.o

Mohsÿed Shaheed is twenty five and a

rickshaw driver in Dacca°  Unlike most of his

eountÿymenÿ he has steady work and never

hungers.



RICKSÿ&W IN
LJ ÿ. J. ÿ,.Uÿ,ÿ,3 .L                           j  "

For as much as twelve houris, sÿ ds;yÿ

oo in' blinding heat ÿ in driving rainÿ

a rickshsÿ,r-wal!ÿh will pull his cab through

the streets of Dacca.

Like most of the men in his tradeÿ Mohsÿmed

has a lean hard body.  He is one of the few

drivers whose gaze is not fixed and brain

numbed by the physical ÿ;orbure ÿ that will
'. ,  .,   .

come later°

MOHÿD WITH
TIRE

226 The riekshawÿallahs are the focus of

controversy as social consciousness spreads

across Asia,

Many feel that it is inhuman for onÿ man', to pÿ,ÿll

I

another.  They would do away with rickshaws

replacing them with motorized taxis

f0rgetting Mohammed. and_ other riekshawÿwallahs

whose very existence depends on these jobs°

STREET SCENE
RICKSHAWS

239 Nobody knoÿs for certain the number of

rickshs;wÿs in Dacca.  Estimates range as high

as 50ÿ000°  On a good day a rickshawÿwai!ah

can earn twenty taka for himself ÿ about one

and a half dollars USo



INTERIOR 252 lough. Mohaiÿmed. Shaheed is one of Dacea,,!s

high income wage earnersÿ the grim reaiity

of his life is a one-room shack ÿ that houses

fourteen menÿ women and children ÿ,rith the.,     . ..       .

next door neighbours a step away°

SLUM
• CHILDREN

/

267 No,-oneÿ not even the optimistsÿ see any way

ou_t.of Bangladeshÿs long-terra problems.  An:ÿus3.

per capita income even before the recent taka

deyaluation was only $70°

There is widespread malnuÿrlÿ10nÿ mÿder-

nutrition? even starvation at times,  infant

mortality is high? and life expectancy short.

J. ']"  .   .  ....
he worst problem is the country's population

groÿh of 3ÿ per year. At this groÿgÿh rate

.the present eighty million people will double

by the.,year 2000°

' ' "" )J         "' t
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THROUGH SLUÿ
291 Bangladesh is still dependent on outside

assistanceo  It has no capitalÿ no resources

to do anything fromwithin°  At last count

some 120 voluntary agencies were at work in

Bangladesh - seventy five of them foreign°

3O2 One billion dollars pours into the country

anmua!lyÿ  Not as giftsÿ howeverÿ but as loans

that must someds;y be repaidÿ

But the word poverty has been given new

dimensions in Bangladesh°

MÿhN BREÿflNG
BRICKS,

316 Along with its other shortagesÿ Bangladesh has

no stoneÿ no roekÿ no gravel°

Desperate for roads and building materialsÿ

the nation makes and breaks bricks°

BRICÿARD 33! Bangladesh is also poor in natural fuel

resources,  It depends on imports for meeting

its oil and coal requirementsÿ spending about

$150 millÿon annually = a staggering drain

on the country's foreign exchange°



RICEF!ELDS 351 Huncÿeds of watery highwÿoys interlace the ioÿ-

lying heartland of Bangladeshÿ

Bÿnsfitting from unusually good weatherÿ

Bengali farmers haveÿ in 1976ÿ produced tÿro

record rice harvests.

364ÿ But even •this good news works against the

nationsÿ goal of selfoosufficiency in food,

Forÿ while grain depots are brirÿ-ÿing overÿ

most farmers are reluctant to grow more rice

than they themselves need.

376 In a nation so prone to disaster this temporary

rice glut coÿd be ÿTiped out by the coming

monsoon.

391 Despite the apparent abÿJÿdanceÿ the counters

• rice. yield ÿ half a ton an acre ÿ is one of

the lowest in the world,  A dependence on

iÿPorts of foreign wheat and rice only adds

to the complacency,



RICE
HAIWESTING

411 The knoÿ,ÿledge that the world stands ready

to help feed Bangladesh works against

govermaent proposals to increase productivity°

But can the world let the nation starve in

order to'teach it a lesson?

VILI,AGE SCENE 422 Most of this land will be under water

from July through October°  Some villages

will be cut off from foodgrains stored in

Dacca9 and there will be dying°

dÿ

AERIAL OF
BRIDGE

WORÿERS ON
BRIDGE

430 A network of bridges is essential in

this coÿmtryo  There is in fact no direct

road connexion between Dacca and the

port of Chittagong.

In 1969 the World Bank negotiated a

rojeet with the government that called

for ÿ series of three bridges across

rivers that would link the cities°



COÿUEUSED
WORIÿRS
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RA!Lÿ,[AY
STATION

489

516

After seÿen years - and nÿmerous delaysÿ

a Japanese firm was still in early stages

of construction across the Sita!akhya

River.

/    i

,Proof that the transfer of technology is

easier said than done.  Klmost sÿmbolically o,

the bridge represents the nation's   ,

frustration°

His no,me is Mahtabo

This.ÿis home - the,sldewalk outside the

railway station°

:'If you,should ask  why they are sleeping

hereÿ  they will tell you that they are

Waiting for theÿtraino   They wÿll say that

they came from Rangpur ÿ ÿrhich is trueo

Hereto visit family ÿ ÿ.ÿhich is false.

Despite the martial lawmidnight curfew

thousands of homeless and unem-D]oyedÿ_

drifters will sleep on the streets of

Dacca°



HOMELESS IN
im mY

STATION

522 For many this is the only home they have

ever know,no

.   ,jg .

÷

By day these night people become the

cart pushersÿ beggars and prostitutes

of Dacca°

The homeless of Dacca nÿmmber 2002000°

But ÿ,ÿat statistic covers their future?

DUST AND
HELICOPTER  VIÿ4

556 In the Comilla district of Bangladesh

lies the 43 ÿle long Curzon Canal°

AERIAL 56o Excavated in 1898ÿ during Britfsh ruleÿ

it hasÿ over the yearsÿ become derelict°



WORIOÿS 56 3 There are approximately twenty million

rural people who are seasonally unemployed.

People who want work°  People who need food.

Each worker here will move 70 cubic feet

of clay each day ÿ close to one ton°  For this

he receives enough wheat for six people°

589 The project is a joint effort by the

government and the United Nationsÿ through

FA0's World Food Programme°  A step towards

ending the        ÿ"propagaÿlon of a beggar mentality

on thepeople of Bsÿgladesh.

But it's more than Just work an8 food.

The canals of the country,once dredgedÿean

save precious water for irrlgation and reduce

flooding.

MEN WITH CLAY 602 In a six month period the amount of earth

moved at Curzon was more than required to

dig the Panama Canal ÿ a project that took

seven years to complete.



BIIJLBOARD 612 Al! too ofben theworst aspects of

affluent societies are copied by the poor°

This billboard in central Dacca is an insult

to women and men of Moslem Bangladesh°

That it ÿis directed to women in a countÿ

where womenVs rights are yet to be defined

is ludicrous°

MOSLE_{
WO}.ÿN

625 The hidden millions of Bangladesh are its

women°  Nearly 38 million make up the

population and 95 per cent of them can be

found in rural areas.

CU WOMAN 633

k'L

r,k

LINE OF
WOMEN '

646

A girl is born ÿmwanted and she grows up

knowing ito  She is trained to accept her

inferior social statuso  She wiil 9ecelVe

little Opportunity for schooling or

employment outside the home°

A village girl is usually illiterate°  She

marries by thirteen and may have as many

as twelve children°  Maybe six or seven

will survive.  Rarely does a rural woman

practice any form of birth control°



TRAVEL<!N 
SHOT OF
WO mN

658 In a nmbion struggling against odds for

survivalÿ Bengali women represent an unused

yet potentially productive force°  A

:hidden nation within a nation°

OUTDOOR
MEETING

667 Today in Dacca there is a great deal of

talk e;bout birth control°

CU
DRo CHOWDURY Dro Zafrullah Chowdury is doing something

about it.

673 His medical centre at Savarÿ outside of

Daccaÿ trains young village men and ÿ,ÿomen

as paramedics in a philosophy aimed at

improving health cÿre in rural areas.

687CU I(ANON Kanon is a twenty year oldÿ mllloe_ateÿ

rural girl who will today perform  surgery -

her 200th tubal ligationÿ sterilization

of the female°

OPERATION 694 The operation is voluntary°  Dro Chowdury

has set fiÿ rules for sterilization°  This

woman and her husband qualify since they

already have three healthy children over

the age of five°
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703 To the aÿTerage Bengali peasant r always

on. the edge of destitution -ÿ the idea of

limiting one's fsÿily is hard to accept.

OPERATING
SEQUENCE

708 A man wants children to ensure his own

security in old age.  He feels that his ÿife

must have maÿ children in order to guarantee

the survival of one boy°

For the most part Dr. Chm,rdury is not

concerned with family planningÿ seeking

instead cures for simple yet deadly diseases°

His belief is that if you can raise health

standardsÿthereby reducing infant mortalityÿ

the ÿraÿitlonal needs for large families

Would diminish°

731 So far the govermment population control

csÿnpaign is little more than rhetoric,ÿ

But laws that woÿd guarantee old age pensions

are being considered and contraceptive devices

are being made available.

The pessinists insist however that population

will be held dovn, not by small forces like

Dr. Chowdury'sÿbut by widespread far,ÿ[ne and

epidemics°
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A hundred years ago Britain crushed the

textile industry of Dacca in order to keep

lioreign markets for products from British

mills°

Todayÿ the jute industry of Bangladesh -

the major eÿport commodity - a&most the

S01e source of foreign currency oÿ is under

attack°

The leading consomers ÿ the Coÿmon Market

countries - have been replacing Jute

products with synthetics.

Ass  Y LIN 773 Jute and products like stringÿ sacks and

the underneath of carpets are things one

rarely hears about in the crisis 'bulletins

from Dacca.  But they lie at the heart of

the country's battle for economic survival°

785
i

L   .  -.

Losing is part of living in Bangladesh.

These are some of the losers - refugees from

one calamity or another°  They are the

former slum 8ÿellers of Dacca.

This is Demra Camp - home for twenty thousand

Bengali°
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797 Their lean-to shacks called busteesÿ are

.                        un_ÿs made ofbeing replaced by two-fÿmily   ÿ-

baraboo    -ÿ "matoing and plastic°

HA_MBO0
SPLiqÿTING

AERIAL
PADMA RIVmR

803

821

Set apart from the rest of societyÿ camps

like Demra were never meant to be more than

a temporsmy solution°  There is the danger

that for the refugeesÿ it may become a

permanent way of life.

The slÿggish waters of the Ganges, which flow

from India through Bangladesh and into the

BsTy Of Bengal have become the focus of a

bitter political dispute between the two

nei ghboums.

This is the 'ÿMighty Pa@maYÿ as the Ganges

is knoÿ,m in Bangladesh.

The land mass that has become a white sheet

of sÿndÿ broken only by marks of a

receding waterline.
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PLOUGHING
At issue was a 200 million dollar barrier that

lndia has built at the town of Forakka.

Built to save 'the port of Calcuttaÿ

Bangladesh claimed ,that the diversion of

.ÿter has dried out farmland on which

25 mi!lion people depend.

MARKETS 85ÿ ....  For the 'time being the news from Dacca

appears hopefulÿ  Good crops have

eraporemÿily brightened the picture°

Inflation has been brought undercontrelo

The mood is hopefu!ÿ but tempered by caution°

The,nation that was called an 'international

basket case' has refused to roll over and

die.

PARROT AND
FORTÿ{E  TELLER

889 For,ÿ in spite of all obstaclesÿ the people

of Bangladesh have not lost their will to

survive.

892

UGod shal! grant you
a heavenly giftÿ

"You must work with
simplicity and
purity of heartv'

UYou are avery

lucky woman

FORTUNE TELLER

SUPER SUBTITLES:



You are a very
lucky womanÿ'

982
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CLOSING TITIÿS 947

WS ROAD

Bangladesh has become a land of grim

superlatives - the most crowdedÿ the poorest

peopleÿ the fewest araenitieso

It is also a look at the future.  It is

now what some other countries in the world

might become.

It is not enough to pour oil into the lamp

and prepare a wick skillfully - you have

to light the lamp somehow.

LAST FRAME.,        972




